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The current-events issue spotlights the
131st Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show, where
an English springer spaniel took home the top prize.
One of the theme issues focuses on heroes, and the
other on new inventions. And the minibook teaches
readers all about lizards—where they live, what they
eat and how they defend themselves.
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THIS MONTH
TIME FOR KIDS has created a new website
just for busy teachers like you. Beginning
March 2, here is what you’ll find on the
new and improved timeforkids.com:
• Worksheets Easily search K–1 worksheets
by a wide variety of themes and skills.
• Mini-Lessons–ALL NEW–Find K–1 minilessons on themes ranging from animals
to the environment.
• Graphic Organizers–ALL NEW–Reinforce
and support students’ learning with K–1
organizers that will help students to identify patterns and compare and contrast.
You’ll still find the same great magazine resources,
including our complete archive of K–1 Teacher’s Guides.

TIME FOR KIDS
2007 Planner
APRIL
Current Events
Theme: Weather
Cause and Effect
Theme: Money
How-to
Minibook: Rain forest

MAY
Current Events
Theme: Insects
Compare and Contrast
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AMERICA’S TOP DOG

BACKGROUND

The 131st Westminster Kennel
Club Dog Show took place on February 12 and 13 at Madison Square
Garden in New York City. On the
final night of competition, a sixyear-old English springer spaniel
named Diamond Jim won Best
in Show. He beat out the reigning Best in Show dog, Harry, the
Dandie Dinmont terrier owned by
comedian Bill Cosby.
• The Westminster Kennel Club,
the oldest organization dedicated to the sport of purebred
dogs, held its first show in 1877.
• The annual dog show is the biggest in the country. This year,
2,628 dogs in 165 breeds and

varieties competed. The judges
choose the top dog from among
the winners in the Best of Group
(Sporting Group, Hound Group
and others) and the Best of
Breed winners.
• About 15,000 people filled Madison Square Garden on the final
night of the competition.
• The most coveted award in the
dog show, Best in Show, was
given for the first time in 1907.
That year, and for the next two
years, it went to a smooth fox
terrier named Warren Remedy.
She remains the only dog ever to
win three times.
• Diamond Jim’s victory marked
the sixth time an English

NONFICTION LITERACY STRATEGIES
MAKE PREDICTIONS
• Have students examine the magazine cover. Ask: What do you
think this issue will be about?
ANALYZE PHOTOS
• Hold up the cover photo. Tell
students it shows Diamond Jim
running during the dog show
competition. The dogs run while
the judge observes the way they
move. Ask: How else do you
think the dogs are judged? (The
dogs are also judged on their
behavior and the way that they
stand during judging. The judge
also looks at the appearance of
each dog’s fur, eyes and teeth.
Tell students the judge named
Diamond Jim Best in Show.
• Open to pages 2 and 3 of the

magazine. Now that students
have some background on the
news story, challenge them to
look at each photo and tell what
is happening. Students should
then read the story to see if their
analysis is accurate.
ANALYZE TEXT STRUCTURE
• Point out that the story is told
using a step-by-step structure.
As students read the story, have
them circle the words that signal
a new step in the story (“First,”
“Next,” “Then” and “Finally”).
EXTEND LEARNING
• Have students share the issue
with a parent. Encourage them
to complete the backpage activity and parent connection activity on page 4 together.

springer spaniel had been
named the top dog of the show.
The last time was in 2000.
• This was Diamond Jim’s 51st
Best in Show victory and his
last. He is retiring from the
show world to become a fulltime therapy and obedience dog.
He has already worked with
Alzheimer’s patients.

RESOURCES
Dog Show
by Elizabeth Winthrop
(Henry Holt, 2005)
Fred, a basset hound, is not
pleased when his owner enters
him in a dog show.
Henry the Fourth
by Stuart J. Murphy
(Harper Collins, 1999)
A simple story about four dogs at
a dog show introduces readers
to ordinal numbers.
westminsterkennelclub.org
Learn more about the club’s
annual dog show and view
photos of this year’s winners.
akc.org
Visit Kid’s Corner for worksheets encouraging responsible
dog ownership.

pooch

event

judge

trophy

CHALLENGE WORDS
handlers

groom

examines
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Date

TIME FOR A DOG SHOW

TELLING TIME

The schedule shows events at a dog show. Read the sentences to find the
time each event begins. Draw hands on the clock to show the time.
Dog Show Schedule
The dogs eat breakfast at 8:00 a.m.

Handlers groom their dogs at 9:00 a.m.

The dogs line up for judging at 9:30 a.m.

Judging begins at
10:00 a.m.

The judge chooses the
winner at 11:00 a.m.
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Name

Date

WHERE ARE THE WINNERS?

IDENTIFYING
POSITIONS

The dogs below were in a dog show.
Follow the directions to find the winners.

4

1. Circle the dog on the top.
She won first place.

2. Circle the dog in the middle.
He won second place.

3. Circle the dog on the bottom.
She won third place.

4. Circle the dog in the front.
He won fourth place.

5. Circle the dog on the left.
She won fifth place.

6. Circle the dog on the right.
He won sixth place.
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Problem and Solution

RIDERS FOR HEALTH

BACKGROUND

The lack of paved roads in African
villages makes it difficult for health
workers to deliver medicine and
other supplies to people who live
there. That’s why husband-and-wife
team Andrea and Barry Coleman
started Riders for Health, a charity
that trains health workers to drive
and maintain their motorcycles.
The riders deliver lifesaving
medicine and supplies to six
African nations.

FAST FACTS
• Andrea Coleman was a professional motorcycle racer. As a
journalist for the Guardian
newspaper, in Britain, Barry
Coleman covered the sport. The
two started Riders for Health in
the early 1990s.
• They got the idea for Riders for
Health after the Save the Chil-

dren charity informed them
about the difficulties of getting
medicine to people who live in
remote villages in Africa. Save
the Children sent the Colemans
to Somalia, where they saw
the state of the roads. They
also noticed a large number of
motorbikes that were abandoned
by aid workers who didn’t know
how to fix them.
• In Lesotho, Riders for Health
built a fleet of 47 bikes that
delivered health-care services
from 1991 to 1996 without a
breakdown.
• From 2002 to 2003 alone, Riders for Health enabled African
health workers to reach nearly
10 million people.
• In Zimbabwe, the group operates 1,000 vehicles and delivers
health care to 20,000 patients.
• In Zimbabwe’s Binga district,

deaths from malaria decreased
by 20% thanks to the delivery of
mosquito-resistant bed nets.
• Riders for Health uses a motorcycle-and-sidecar combination
that works as an ambulance and
as a water pump.
• According to the World Health
Organization, 3 million people
die in developing countries each
year because of lack of access to
treatment.
• A donation of just nine dollars
ensures that a health worker can
reach 80 people in remote areas
of Africa for a whole year.

medicine villages deliver

CHALLENGE WORDS
supplies vehicles passengers

RESOURCES

Nonfiction Literacy Strategies: Problem and Solution

Africa
by Allan Fowler (Scholastic
Library Publishing, 2002)
Introduce students to the
geography, people and animals
of Africa.
The Hero Book
by Ellen Sabin and Kerren Barbas
(Watering Can, 2005)
This book gets kids thinking about
the qualities that make a hero.
riders.org
Learn more about the Riders for
Health organization.
timeforkids.com/globalhealth
Visit the TIME FOR KIDS site to
read about some global-health
heroes and to find a list of organizations and ideas to help you and
your students make a difference.

Build Background
• Locate Africa on a world map.
Point out the countries in Africa
where Riders for Health workers operate: Gambia, Ghana,
Nigeria, Uganda, Zimbabwe
and Lesotho.
• Tell students that some people
in Africa live far from hospitals.
They need help getting medicine and other supplies.
Analyze Photos
• Look at the photos on pages 2
and 3 of the magazine. Point to
the first photograph. Ask: What
do you think is happening in
this photo? Talk about all of
the photos. Then read the text
aloud to see if the predictions
are correct.

Identify Problem and Solution
• The photos and text boxes
highlight problems that health
workers in Africa face and the
ways that Riders for Health
workers solve those problems.
After reading aloud each text
box, ask students if they can
name the problem and solution.
Record their answers in a
problem-and-solution organizer.
Extend Learning
• As a class, make a list of people
in the community who solve
problems. Students might mention police officers, firefighters,
doctors and others. Ask students to draw a picture of that
person solving a problem that
he or she faces on the job.
5

Name

Date

WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?

IDENTIFYING
PROBLEM AND
SOLUTION

The chart shows problems that health workers in Africa face.
Cut and paste the solutions into the correct box.
Problem

Solution

Some people in Africa
live far from doctors.

Traveling by car can be
difficult in Africa.

Motorcycles sometimes
stop working.



Sometimes, sick people
need to go to the hospital.

6

Riders for Health
motorcycles have room
for sick passengers.

Riders for Health workers
bring medicine to people
in distant villages.

Riders for Health workers
ride motorcycles.

Riders for Health
workers learn to fix their
motorcycles.
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TO THE RESCUE!

Date
SOLVING
PROBLEMS

Help the Riders for Health worker bring medicine to people in a
distant village. Draw a line to show the right way to the village.
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All-about story

COOL NEW INVENTIONS

BACKGROUND

Bike-riding robots, sneakers that
grow with a kid’s feet, a dolphin
watercraft that can swim underwater with you inside—these are
just a few of the amazing inventions highlighted in this theme
issue. Inventors dreamed up these
ways to make our lives a little
easier and lot more fun. Use the
issue as a springboard to discuss
what inventors will think of next.

FAST FACTS
• The first bike-riding robot,
Murata Boy, weighs 11 pounds
and stands only 20 inches tall.
Sensors in his body and a camera
in his head help keep him upright
and riding in a straight line.
• The optical-tongue robot analyzes
the chemical composition of foods
to determine whether they are
sweet or savory. It is able to

“taste” using infrared light sensors to identify ingredients.
• Sharpening a pencil in the walking robot pencil sharpener winds
the four-inch robot’s power core
and causes it to take a short
walk. The robot sharpener costs
about $6.
• The Magic Message Mirror can
let homeowners know when
visitors arrive. The cost of the
mirror is $19,995.
• Inchworm shoes grow with a
kid’s feet. A simple push of a button on the side of the shoe and a
pull on the toe causes the shoe
to grow in half-size increments.
The shoes can grow up to one
full size.
• The Wakamaru robot stands just
over three feet tall and weighs
about 65 pounds. It is used to
guard school entrances, but can
also work as a house sitter and

a personal organizer. The robot
can recognize the faces of up
to 10 people and talk to them.
It can be programmed to give
wake-up calls and reminders
about the day’s events. The company that designed Wakamaru
plans to sell 100 of the robots for
about $14,000 each.
• New Zealander Rob Innes and
Californian Dan Piazza created
the Innespace dolphin watercraft, which can jump up to 10
feet into the air, dive and swim
underwater. Some models can
bring two passengers along for
the ride, some only one.

invention robot solve dolphin

CHALLENGE WORDS
guard entrance

RESOURCES

Nonfiction Literacy Strategies: All-About Story

Imaginative Inventions
by Charise Mericle Harper
(Little, Brown & Company, 2001)
Read about inventions, from the
potato chip to roller skates.
Now and Ben
by Gene Barretta
(Henry Holt & Company, 2006)
Teach students about Benjamin
Franklin and his many inventions
with this picture book biography.
exploravision.org
Visit for information on the
Toshiba/National Science Teachers
Association ExploraVision Awards
competition.
uspto.gov/go/kids
The U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office website has information for
young inventors.

Make Connections
• Ask: What three inventions
could you not live without?
How would your life be different without these items?
Take a Poll
• Ask: Which invention from the
issue would you most like to
own? Record student answers
in tally marks. Then have
students build a graph showing
the results.
Make Inferences
• Tell students that inventors
are problem solvers. They find
ways to make our lives easier,
safer and more fun.
• Hold up the Bigger Picture
version of the Inventions
issue. Show students the time

8

line of inventions on the back
page. Point to an item on the
time line, such as the refrigerator, telephone or airplane.
Ask: What problems did these
inventions solve? How do they
make our lives easier?
Categorize
• Write the following categories
on the board: Inventions That
Help, Inventions That Are Fun,
Inventions That Move People
from Place to Place. Challenge
students to sort the inventions
from the issue into different
categories. Then add other
inventions to the list.
• Ask: Can you think of other
ways to sort the inventions in
this issue?

Name

INVENTION RIDDLES

Date
TEXT-TO-PICTURE
MATCHING

Read each riddle below. Draw a line from the riddle to the
invention it describes.
1. Pick me up, hold me to your ear.
Talk to someone far or near.
Which invention am I?

2. Give me food and drinks to hold.
Come back later, they’ll be cold.
Which invention am I?

3. Climb on me and pedal fast.
Feel the breeze as the world speeds past.
Which invention am I?

4. I have teeth, but I don’t bite.
I keep your coat closed on a winter’s night.
Which invention am I?

Bonus: Write your own invention riddle on the back of this page.
It doesn’t have to rhyme! Ask a classmate to solve it.
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land

water

Transportation Inventions

Each transportation invention below travels on land, on water or by air.
Cut out the inventions. Paste each into its correct box.

INVENTION SORT

air

Name
Date
CLASSIFYING
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A LIZARD’S LIFE

BACKGROUND

This My Little Book introduces
students to the world of lizards.
Readers will learn how lizards are
born, what they eat, where they
live and some of the ways they
defend themselves.

FAST FACTS
• There are four groups of reptiles:
turtles and tortoises, snakes and
lizards, the crocodile family
and the tuatara. The tuatara is a
lizard-like reptile that lives only
in New Zealand.
• Reptiles are cold-blooded. This
means that their body temperatures change depending on their
surroundings. They often bask in
the sun to speed warming.
• There are more than 3,000 species of lizard. Some lizards look
like snakes, because they have
no limbs. Others can parachute
or fly. The chameleon has a

tongue that is as long as its body
and tail. Its tongue, which is hollow and unforked, has a sticky
tip on which to catch insects.
• The Komodo dragon is the largest living lizard in the world.
The largest Komodo dragon
measured about 10 feet in length
and weighed 365 pounds.
• The Jaragua lizard is the smallest
lizard in the world. It measures
about half an inch in length.
• Whether they hatch from eggs or
are born live, lizards are able to
feed and take care of themselves
without a mother’s help.
• Lizards can defend themselves
in a variety of ways. Some
lizards, like the wood lizard,
camouflage themselves. Others,
like the Australian frilled lizard,
scare predators by erecting
a large flap of loose skin that
hangs around their neck. The
flap grows to about four times

NONFICTION LITERACY STRATEGIES
Build Background
• Show students the lizard on the
cover. Ask: Do you know what
type of animal this is?
• Once students determine that
the animal is a lizard, have them
describe its physical traits. Students might note the color and
texture of its skin, its long tail, its
small legs and toes. Ask: Do all
lizards look like this?
Take a Picture Walk
• Have students look through the
photos in the minibook. Ask:
What do you know about lizards
just from looking at the photos?
Compare and Contrast
• After looking at the photos of
other lizards in the book, ask:
How are the lizards in the book

alike? How are they different?
Analyze Text Structure
• Before you read each page of
the minibook, draw attention to
the oval page titles. Tell students
that the titles tell readers what
each section will be about.
• Have students read all of the
page titles. Ask: What will the
book tell us about lizards?
Assess Comprehension
• Label a four-column chart with
the following headings: One
animal in the lizard family; One
thing that lizards eat; One place
where lizards live; One way
lizards defend themselves from
enemies. Provide students with
copies of the chart and ask them
to draw their responses.
11

the size of the lizard’s body.
• Predators avoid the thorny devil
because of the thorn-like spines
covering its body.
• The basilisk lizard runs on top of
water to escape predators with
the help of its wide, webbed feet.
As it loses speed, the lizard sinks
and continues by swimming.
• When caught by a predator,
many lizards can shed their tails.
The tail continues to twitch,
even after it has separated. This
confuses the predator and allows the lizard time to escape.
After eight months, the tail will
grow back almost to its original
length.

RESOURCES
Eye: Reptiles
by Simon Holland
(DK Publishing, 2002)
Explore the world of reptiles
through colorful photos.
I Wanna Iguana
by Karen Kaufman Orloff
(Penguin Group, 2004)
A boy writes notes to his mom
in an attempt to persuade her
to let him have a pet iguana.
pbs.org/wnet/nature/reptiles
Visit for teacher resources on
lizards and other reptiles.
nationalzoo.si.edu/Animals
/ReptilesAmphibians/ForKids
Kids can take a virtual tour
of the Smithsonian’s Reptile
Discovery Center, look at
reptile photos and much more.

reptile hatched insect enemies

CHALLENGE WORDS
habitat defense armor

Name

LOOK AT A LIZARD

Date
READING A
DIAGRAM

The diagram shows the parts of a lizard. Look at the diagram.
Then answer the questions below.
Tail can break off
and grow back

Tokay gecko
Wide, flat head

Large eyes

Toes with sticky
pads on the bottom

Large
mouth

1. What does the lizard use to see?

2. How many toes does the lizard have?

3. What part of the lizard can break off and grow back?

4. What part of the lizard sticks to surfaces?

Bonus: A tokay gecko has gray skin and reddish-brown spots.
Color the lizard.
12
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LIZARDS, BIG AND SMALL

ORDERING BY
SIZE

Lizards come in many different sizes. Some are big. Some are
small. Cut out the lizard pictures below. Paste them on another
paper in order from smallest to largest.

Komodo dragon

Tokay gecko

Gila monster

Thorny devil

Marine iguana

Green iguana
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Name

Date

LOS LAGARTOS, GRANDES Y PEQUEÑOS

EN ESPAÑOL

Los lagartos son de tamaños diferentes. Algunos son grandes.
Algunos son pequeños. Recorte los retratos de los lagartos abajo.
Péguelos en otro papel en la orden de más pequeño a más grande.

Komodo dragon

Tokay gecko

Thorny devil

Gila monster

Marine iguana

Green iguana
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Customer Service Note

Copy Count
Revisions to the number of copies can be adjusted within
4 weeks after receipt of your first issue. Customers pay
only for the final number of subscriptions.

Follow these five easy steps for 24-hour access to your account:
1. Visit us at timeforkids.com/customerservice.
2. Select one edition.
3. Click one of the account options on the left-hand menu.
4. Enter your 9-digit account number.
5. Click on View My Account.

ENJOY YOUR

FREE MAP-SKILLS BOOKLET!
As a thank-you for ordering TIME FOR KIDS
for the school year, we have included a
free classroom gift with this week’s issue.
The 24-page map-skills booklet introduces
students to different types of maps, including product, street and grid maps. It also
teaches valuable map skills, such as reading
a map key and using a compass rose and map
scale. Use the booklet to supplement your
current geography curriculum and to help
students hone their map-reading skills.

